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Advanced Instrumentation of Frequency
Modulation AFM for Subnanometer-scale
2D/3D Measurements at Solid-Liquid Interfaces

Takeshi Fukuma

Abstract Since the first demonstration of true atomic-resolution imaging by fre-
quency modulation atomic force microscopy (FM-AFM) in liquid, the method has
been used for imaging subnanometer-scale structures of various materials includ-
ing minerals, biological systems and other organic molecules. Rencetly, there have
been further advancements in the FM-AFM instrumentation. Three-dimensional
(3D) force measurement techniques are proposed for visualizing 3D hydration struc-
tures formed at a solid-liquid interface. These methods further enabled to visualize
3D distributions of flexible surface structures at interfaces between soft materials
and water. Furthermore, the fundamental performance such as force sensitivity and
operation speed have been significantly improved using a small cantilever and high-
speed phase detector. These technical advancements enabled direct visualization of
atomic-scale interfacial phenomena at 1 frame/sec. In this chapter, these recent ad-
vancements in the FM-AFM instrumentation and their applications to the studies on
various interfacial phenomena are presented.

1 Introduction

In 1991, frequency modulation atomic force microscopy (FM-AFM) was invented
by Albrechtet al. for operating dynamic-mode AFM in vacuum [1]. In vacuum, a Q
factor of a cantilever resonance (Q) is much higher than that in air. While the higher
Q factor provides a better minimum detectable force (Fmin), it results in a narrower
measurement bandwidth (B) in amplitude modulation AFM (AM-AFM). FM-AFM
is free from this problem, asB is independent ofQ.

In 1995, Giessiblet al.presented the first true atomic-resolution images obtained
by FM-AFM in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) environment [2]. Since then, FM-AFM
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has been widely used for atomic- or molecular-scale studies on conducting, semi-
conducting and insulating materials [3]. Until 2005, the method was used mostly
in UHV while only few studies were performed in liquid [4–10] or air [6, 11]. This
is partially because many researchers considered that the high Q factor in vacuum
is essential for the high performance of FM-AFM and hence found no merits in
liquid-environment operation. In addition, early studies of the liquid-environment
FM-AFM revealed a number of technical difficulties in operating FM-AFM in liq-
uid wtih sufficient stability and resolution [4–8].

In 2005, Fukumaet al.presented the first true atomic-resolution images obtained
by FM-AFM in liquid [12]. This breakthrough was achieved by the following three
technical improvements. First, they used a relatively stiff cantilever (spring con-
stant:k> 20 N/m) for suppressing instabilities such as cantilever thermal vibration
and adhesion events known as jump-to-contact. Secondly, they used a small can-
tilever oscillation amplitude (peak-to-zero amplitude:A < 0.5 nm) for enhancing
the sensitivity to short-range interaction force. Finally, they developed a low-noise
cantilever deflection sensor to achieve thermal-noise-limited performance with a
stiff cantilever and a small oscillation amplitude [13].

Since 2005, FM-AFM has been used for subnanometer-scale imaging of various
materials in liquid. Examples of the early applications include minerals [12,14–16]
and biological systems [14, 17–22]. While these results highlighted the high spa-
tial resolution and wide applicability of liquid-environment FM-AFM, they also
clarified its fundamental limitation. At solid-liquid interfaces, all the interactions
are mediated by solvent molecules (typically water). The solvent molecules have
non-uniform three-dimensional (3D) distribution. Thus, the two-dimensional (2D)
information obtained by FM-AFM is often insufficient for understanding the mech-
anisms of solid-liquid interfacial phenomena.

In 2010, Fukumaet al.presented the first subnanometer-resolution imaging of 3D
force distribution at a solid-liquid interface [23]. In the method, the tip is scanned
vertically as well as laterally to cover the whole 3D interfacial space. During the
scan, the frequency shift (∆ f ) of the cantilever resonance is recorded to produce a
3D ∆ f image. The obtained 3D∆ f image can be converted to a 3D force image
using Sader-Jarvis equation [24]. As the force applied to the tip should be strongly
influenced by the local distribution of solvent molecules, the subnanometer-scale
contrasts observed in a 3D force image are often attributed to the 3D solvation
structures. This argument has been further supported by the agreement between the
experimentally obtained 3D force images of mica-water interface and water density
distributions calculated by simulation [23,25].

Since 2010, FM-AFM has been used for visualizing vertical-2D or 3D force dis-
tributions at various solid-liquid interfaces [23, 25–35]. For interfaces between wa-
ter and a rigid inorganic crystal, atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
studies have been started towards detailed understanding of the imaging mecha-
nism [?, 36–40]. In the meanwhile, 3D measurements at interfaces between water
and soft materials such as lipid bilayers [26] suggested another possibility of this
technique. At a soft interface, not only solvent molecules but also surface struc-
tures are thermally fluctuating. Thus, 3D force distribution images should reflect
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3D distributions of water and flexible surface structures. While this may add an-
other complexity in the interpretation of the obtained 3D data, the capability of
direct 3D imaging of soft interfacial structures can make significant advancements
in molecular-scale understanding of various interfacial phenomena.

As described above, the application techniques of liquid-environment FM-AFM
have been making rapid progress. However, the fundamental AFM performance
such as force sensitivity and operation speed has remained almost unchanged. Re-
cently, this has started to limit the application range of this technique. For example,
insufficient B of FM-AFM often prevents imaging dynamic behaviors of interfa-
cial phenomena. InsufficientFmin often prevents increasing pixel resolution in 3D
force measurements and studying inhomogeneous interfacial structures. To over-
come these limitations, we have recently made some improvements in the funda-
mental performance.

In the first part of this chapter, we describe recent progress in the instrumentation
of liquid-environment FM-AFM. We explain the basic principle of our 3D force
measurement technique referred to as 3D scanning force microscopy (3D-SFM).
We also present the technical development that we made for the improvement of the
fundamental performance such as force sensitivity and operation speed. In the sec-
ond part of this chapter, we present high-resolution 2D and 3D FM-AFM imaging of
various materials including minerals, organic molecules and biological systems. We
show subnanometer-scale 2D imaging of lipid-cholesterol complexes, CaF2(111)
surfaces and tubulin protofilaments. We also present the results of subnanometer-
scale 3D imaging of mica-water and lipid-water interfaces.

2 Advanced Instrumentation

High-resolution imaging by FM-AFM in liquid requires the use of a relatively stiff
cantilever, small cantilever oscillation amplitude and low noise cantilever deflec-
tion sensor. In addition, stable operation of FM-AFM and accurate force measure-
ments by FM-AFM require the use of a direct cantilever excitation method such
as the magnetic [41] or photothermal [42] excitation method instead of the standard
piezoelectric excitation method [43]. Details of such basic instrumentation of liquid-
environment FM-AFM is well summarized in the previous volume of this NC-AFM
book series [44]. In this section, we focus on the advanced instrumentation works
that we performed since 2007.

2.1 3D Scanning Force Microscopy

There have been proposed several different techniques for 3D force measurements
by FM-AFM. In 2002, Ḧolscheret al. presented a full 3D force distribution image
of a NiO/vacuum interface obtained in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) at low temperature
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Fig. 1 Basicprinciples of (a) conventional AFM and (b) 3D-SFM. (c) Experimental setup for the
developed 3D-SFM. The inset shows a 3D force image obtained at a mica-water interface (2× 2×
0.78 nm3). (Reused with permission from Fukumaet al [23]. Copyright 2010, American Physical
Society.)

[45]. In their method,∆ f versus distance curves were measured at 32× 32 grid
positions with a measurement time of 80 min. In 2009, Alberset al. introduced
another method for 3D imaging of a HOPG/vacuum interface obtained in UHV at
low temperature [46]. They collected 2D∆ f images with a constant height mode
at differentZ positions. Based on the correlation between the obtained 2D images,
they can correct the XY drift of the tip position. Although it took them 40 h to
complete a single 3D imaging, the obtained image has a high pixel density (256
× 119 pixels). In these previous techniques, the imaging time is typically longer
than 1 h. This is acceptable for experiments in UHV at low temperature, where
thermal drift of the tip position is very small. However, this imaging time is too long
for liquid-environment experiments at room temperature, where non-linear drift of
the tip position is caused by the swelling of the materials adjacent to the imaging
solution.

To overcome this problem, we have developed another 3D force measurement
technique referred to as 3D-SFM (Fig. 1) [23]. In conventional AFM, a tip is later-
ally scanned with the tip-sample distance kept almost constant by the constant∆ f
feedback control (Fig. 1(a)). In 3D-SFM, while a tip is slowly scanned laterally, it is
also vertically scanned with a much faster scan speed (Fig. 1(b)). In this way, the tip
is scanned in the whole 3D interfacial space. During the tip scan, the fast variation
of ∆ f is recorded in real time to produce a 3D∆ f image. In the meantime, the av-
eraged tip-sample distance is controlled such that the averaged∆ f is kept constant.
In this way, we can avoid a tip crash into the surface even if there is any surface tilt
or a tip drift.
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A typical experimental setup for 3D-SFM is schematically shown in Fig. 1(c).
The setup is very similar to the one for a standard FM-AFM instrument. Thus, here
we explain only the difference from it. For theZ tip scan, we produce a sine wave
(zm) with a modulation frequency much faster than the bandwidth of the tip-sample
distance regulation. This signal is added to the output from the feedback controller
(z0). The∆ f signal from the phase-locked loop (PLL) circuit is recorded to produce
a 3D ∆ f image. The obtained image is converted to a 3D force image by Sader-
Jarvis equation [24]. In the meanwhile,z0 signal is also recorded to produce a 2D
height image.

Owing to the continuousZ scan signal, 3D-SFM is much faster than the previ-
ously proposed 3D measurement methods [45, 46]. We typically obtain a full 3D
∆ f image in 53 sec with a scan size of 4×4×2 nm2 and a pixel resolution of 64
×64× 256 pixels inXYZ. In spite of the fast scan speed, we can visualize a 3D
force distribution with subnanometer-scale resolution (the inset in Fig. 1).

2.2 Improvements of fundamental performance

Since 2007, we have been working on the improvement of fundamental performance
of FM-AFM such as force sensitivity and operation speed. Recently, we finally ob-
tained some outcome from these efforts, which has significantly expanded the ap-
plicability of liquid-environment FM-AFM. Here, I summarize key issues in these
developments.

2.2.1 Force resolution

True atomic-resolution imaging by FM-AFM in liquid typically requiresFmin of
10 pN atB = 100 Hz. Thus, the present FM-AFM barely satisfies this require-
ment. Such small margin of the performance leads to poor reproducibility or strong
dependence on the user skill and often prevents systematic studies by FM-AFM.
Furthermore, 3D measurements of hydration structures imposes a more stringent
requirement,Fmin of 10 pN atB= 1 kHz, because of the faster scanning speed inZ.
This requirement is not fully satisfied by the present FM-AFM and hence it may fail
to visualize important features related to the interfacial phenomenon that we are in-
terested in. To solve these problems, we have improvedFmin of liquid-environment
FM-AFM.

Fmin of FM-AFM is approximately given by [1]

Fmin =

√
4kkBTB
π f0Q

, (1)

wherekB, T, Q and f0 denote Boltzmann’sconstant, temperature, Q factor of the
cantilever resonance and cantilever resonance frequency, respectively. Among the
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Fig. 2 SEM images of (a) the conventional cantilever (NCH, Nanoworld) and (b) the small can-
tilever (USC (prototype), Nanoworld).∆ f versus distance curves measured on mica in PBS so-
lution by (a) NCH and (b) USC cantilevers. (Reused with permission from Fukumaet al [50].
Copyright 2012, Institute of Physics.)

parameters in theright side of this equation,kB, T and B are determined by the
requirements for individual applications. Thus, we cannot arbitrarily change it for
improvingFmin. The rest of the parameters are all relevant to the cantilever charac-
teristics. Therefore,Fmin is practically determined by the cantilever characteristics.

Amongk, Q and f0, the only parameter that we can arbitrarily change for improv-
ing Fmin without deteriorating other performance isf0. For increasingf0 without
causing significant change inQ or k, we should reduce the cantilever size in length,
width and thickness. This idea is not very new but was proposed in the early stage
of the AFM development [47–49]. In spite of the previous efforts, the use of a small
cantilever has not been common. This is due to the following technical difficulties.
First, it was difficult to produce such small cantilevers with an acceptable cost. Sec-
ondly, AFM instruments were not designed for using such a small cantilever.

Recently, this situation has started to change. Major AFM probe manufacturers
have established a mass production process of small cantilevers with a reasonable
yield rate (e.g. USC, Nanoworld and AC55, Olympus). They recently commercial-
ized these cantilevers with an affordable price. In the meanwhile, we have been
working with these companies as a test user and have developed an FM-AFM in-
strument compatible with the small cantilevers [50].

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the
conventional (NCH) and small cantilevers (USC (prototype)) provided by Nanoworld.
The SEM images show that the size of the USC cantilever is much smaller than that
of NCH. Owing to this small size,f0 of USC is as high as 3–4 MHz in water. This is
much higher than that of NCH (typically 120–160 kHz in water). In the meanwhile,
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Q andk of USC are almost the same as those of NCH. From Eq. (1), USC should
provide∼5 times smallerFmin than NCH.

This expectation is true only when we can achieve the optimal performance lim-
ited by the thermal cantilever vibration. To achieve this performance, we need to
satisfy two technical requirements. First, a cantilever deflection sensor should have
sufficiently low noise and wide bandwidth. For detecting the cantilever vibration at
3–4 MHz, the deflection sensor should have a bandwidth higher than 10 MHz. We
satisfied this requirement by optimizing the circuit design of the preamplifier and
the differential amplifier in the deflection sensor [51]. To achieve the thermal-noise-
limited performance, the deflection noise density caused by the deflection sensor
(nzs) should be sufficiently smaller than that by the cantilever Brownian motion
(nzB).

nzB is given by

nzB=

√
2kBT

π f0kQ
1

[1− ( f/ f0)2]2+[ f/( f0Q)]2
. (2)

The noise component that influences FM-AFM performance is in the frequence
range from f0 −B to f0 +B. In this frequency range,nzB is almost constant due
to the small Q factor. From Eq. (2), thenzB value atf0 is given by

nzB( f0) =

√
2kBTQ
π f0k

. (3)

This valueis proportional to 1/
√

f0. Thus, thehigh f0 of the small cantilever makes
it difficult to achieve the thermal-noise-limited performance. If we define the re-
quired value as the half ofnzB( f0), it is typically 40 fm/

√
Hz for NCH while 10

fm/
√

Hz for USCcantilever.
We satisfied this requirement by developing a low noise cantilever deflection sen-

sor using radio frequency (RF) laser power modulation technique [13] and a replace-
able objective lens system [52]. Owing to these improvements, thenzs obtained by
our deflection sensor is∼5 fm/

√
Hz, which ismuch smaller than the required value

for achieving the thermal-noise-limited performance with USC.
The second requirement for achieving the thermal-noise-limited performance is

a stable cantilever excitation system. We satisfied this requirement by developing a
stable photothermal excitation system. A stable operation of dynamic-mode AFM in
liquid and accurate measurements by it generally require a direct cantilever excita-
tion method such as the magnetic [41] or photothermal [42] excitation method. For
the small cantilever excitation, the photothermal excitation method is more suitable
than the magnetic excitation method. This is because the magnetic force applied to
the cantilever is reduced by the reduction of the cantilever size and the generation
of a sufficiently strong magnetic field becomes difficult with increasing the drive
frequency. Thus, we used the photothermal excitation method.

However, we found that stable excitation of a small cantilever requires a higher
stability of the excitation laser beam than that of a conventional cantilever [50]. This
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is because even a small spatial fluctuation of the laser beam position or shape can
give a significant influence on the excitation characteristics of a small cantilever.
We overcame this problem by improving the stability of the photothermal excitation
setup. Before the improvement, a laser diode module and lens system was integrated
into the AFM head. In the improved setup, we used a fiber pig-tailed laser beam
source that is separeted from the AFM head. The temperature of the laser source
was kept constant while the current for driving the laser diode was kept constant by
an automatic current constant (ACC) circuit. To transfer the laser light to the AFM
head, we used a polarization-maintaining optical fiber, which is known to have a
higher immunity to the thermal and mechanical disturbance than a standard single-
mode optical fiber. With these improvements, we made it possible to achieve the
thermal-noise-limited performance with a USC cantilever.

With the developed cantilever deflection sensor and the photothermal excitation
system, we measured∆ f versus distance curves on mica in phosphate buffered
saline (PBS) solution by NCH and USC cantilevers (Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)) [50].
Both the curves show an oscillatory profile corresponding to the hydration struc-
ture formed at the mica-water interfaces. This figure shows that USC provides a
better signal-to-noise ratio in the force curve measurements. This is due to the sig-
nificant improvement of the force sensitivity provided by the highf0. The∆ f dif-
ference between the minimum and the maximum peak is 960 Hz for NCH and 49
kHz for USC. The result shows that the small cantilever provides∼50 times im-
provement in the force sensitivity. However, the enhancement off0 also increases
∆ f noise. Consequently,Fmin is improved from 10.7 pN to 1.44 pN forB = 100
Hz. Therefore, we can achieve approximately seven-fold improvement by the small
cantilever. This improvement should give enough margin of the performance in the
2D FM-AFM imaging. In addition, now we have sufficientFmin for 3D force mea-
surements. Thus, we may be able to visualize important features of 3D hydration
structures that have not been accessible by conventional FM-AFM.

2.2.2 Operation speed

FM-AFM has been traditionally used for atomic- or molecular-resolution imaging
of various materials in vacuum [3]. For those applications, it has not been very im-
portant to have a high operation speed. However, at solid-liquid interfaces, surface
structures are often dynamically changing. In addition, there have been growing in-
terests in dynamic processes such as biomolecular interactions and electrochemical
reactions. To visualize these dynamic processes, we should increase the operation
speed of FM-AFM. Even for the imaging of static surface structures, biological
applications often require a wider feedback bandwidth of the tip-sample distance
regulation. This is because the surface corrugations and inhomogeneities of biolog-
ical samples are much larger than those of atomically or molecularly flat samples
that have been investigated by FM-AFM in vacuum. To solve these problems, we
have improved the operation speed of FM-AFM.
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To increase the measurement bandwidthB of FM-AFM without deteriorating
other performance, we need to satisfy the following two requirements. Firstly, we
should have sufficientFmin for a givenB. We satisfied this requirement by using
the small cantilever [50]. As discussed above, the small cantilever gives seven-fold
improvement inFmin for a givenB. From Eq. (1), this implies thatB can be increased
by 50 times for a givenFmin. We can operate a conventional FM-AFM withFmin =
10 pN atB= 100 Hz and obtain an atomic-resolution image at 1 min/frame. Thus,
with the small cantilever, we should be able to operate FM-AFM withFmin = 10 pN
atB= 5 kHz and obtain an atomic-resolution image at 1 sec/frame.

Secondly, to perform such a fast imaging, we need to increase the bandwidth
and to reduce the latency of all the components constituting an FM-AFM. To sat-
isfy this requirement, we improved most of the components in our FM-AFM setup.
We improved the circuit design of the cantilever deflection sensor and improved
its bandwidth to∼10 MHz [51]. We replaced the piezoelectric excitation mech-
anism with the photothermal excitation system and achieved over 10 MHz band-
width [51]. We developed a separate-type high-speedXY sample andZ tip scanner
and enabled their operation at∼1 kHz and∼10 kHz, respectively [53]. We also
developed a high-speed and low noise high-voltage amplifier that can achieve 200
kHz bandwidth with a 100 nF capacitive load [53], which is a typical capacitance of
a piezoelectric actuator used in an AFM scanner. We also improved the bandwidth
and the latency of the PLL circuit used for∆ f detection and cantilever oscillation
control [54,55].

Among these components, the PLL circuit is the core part of an FM-AFM setup.
In the improvement of the PLL circuit, we proposed a unique digital signal pro-
cessing algorithm for implementing a high-speed phase detector (PD) [55]. Figure
3 shows a schematic diagram of the developed PD. In this design, the cantilever
deflection signalAcos(ωt +φ) is fed into the IQ demodulator.ω and φ denote
frequency and phase of the cantilever oscillation, respectively. In the IQ demodula-
tor, the input signal is multiplied by the reference signals [cos(ωt) and sin(ωt)] and
converted to dc and 2ω components. While the dc components are eliminated by the
high-pass filters (HPFs), the 2ω components [Acos(2ωt +φ) andAsin(2ωt +φ)]
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(a) (b)
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Fig. 4 Phasemodulation AFM images of the cleaved calcite surface obtained in water. The images
were selected from the 44 successive images obtained at 1 s/frame. (a)0 s. (b)5 s. (c)10 s. (d) 15
s. Scan size: 10×5 nm2. Scan rate: 100 Hz. Pixel size: 200×100 pix2. (Reused with permission
from Miyataet al. [55] Copyright 2013, American Institute of Physics.)

are passed to a Cartesian-to-Polar coordinate converter. In the circuit, amplitude (A)
and phase (2ωt +φ ) of the complex signal are calculated.

In the developed PD, phase signals,ωt and 2ωt, are generated by phase-output
voltage controlled oscillators (φ -VCOs). Theωt signal is fed into sine and cosine
converters to produce the two reference signals. The 2ωt signal is subtracted from
the (2ωt + φ ) signal to produce the final output of the PD (φ ). The difference be-
tween the 2ωt andωt signals is calculated and fed into a cosine converter to produce
the cantilever excitation signal[cos(ωt)].

We implemented the proposed circuit in a field programmable gate array (FPGA)
chip (Vertex-5, Xilinx). The clock frequency of the FPGA was set at 100 MHz. The
sampling rates of the analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters were set at
100 MSPS.

In the proposed algorithm, the significant improvement is achieved by the HPFs.
If we use a small cantilever with af0 of 3 MHz, the deflection signal is converted
to the dc and 6 MHz components. While the dc components are eliminated by the
HPFs, 6 MHz components are passed through the HPFs. At the pass band frequency,
the HPFs have only 0.13 clk group delay. Therefore, this algorithm enables IQ de-
modulation with almost no delay. This is a remarkable improvement from the con-
ventional PD, which utilizes a multiplier and low-pass filters (LPFs).

The developed PD has a bandwidth of 3 MHz, which is the same frequency as
the input signal. Namely, the bandwidth of the PD is determined by the input signal
frequency at least for a signal slower than 10 MHz. However, this does not mean
that the circuit has an infinite speed. In fact, the circuit causes a finite delay, which
is referred to as latency. The latency of the PD for a 3 MHz input signal is 0.97µs.
This latency causes only 1.8◦ phase delay at 5 kHz. Thus, the PD is fast enough to
achieve 5 kHzB in the AFM measurement.

Figure 4 shows high-speed phase modulation AFM (PM-AFM) images of a
cleaved calcite surface obtained in water using the developed PD. These images
are selected from the 44 successive images taken at 1 sec/frame. In the images, the
lateral motion of the step edge caused by the crystal growth is clearly visualized with
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atomic resolution. The distance between the adjacent atomic-scale corrugations is
∼0.5 nm while the tip velocity is 2µm/s. Thus, the frequency of the corrugations
to be detected (fcr) is ∼4 kHz. This is close to the maximumB (5 kHz) that we can
achieve without deterioratingFmin.

In the above application example, we used the developed PD for operating PM-
AFM. We also developed a PLL circuit using the high-speed PD and obtained some
preliminary results. Therefore, the proposed PD is also applicable to the high-speed
operation of FM-AFM. The developed high-speed AFM should enablein-situ imag-
ing of various interfacial phenomena such as crystal growth, dissolution and corro-
sion processes with atomic-scale resolution.

3 Applications of liquid-environment FM-AFM

Since 2005, FM-AFM has been used for subnanometer-scale imaging of various
surfaces. Some of the early works are summarized in the previous volume of this
NC-AFM book series [3,44]. In this chapter, I focus on the recent applications that
we reported after the publication of the previous volume in 2009.

3.1 2D imaging

After the first demonstration of the true atomic-resolution imaging by FM-AFM in
liquid, the method has been used for the imaging of various materials including min-
erals, biological systems and other organic molecules. Among these applications,
here we present the imaging studies of lipid-cholesterol complexes [22], tubulin
protofilaments [56] and CaF2(111) surfaces [25].

3.1.1 Lipid-cholesterol mixed bilayers

Cholesterol is one of the major components of biological membranes. It is known
to influence various membrane properties such as elasticity, mechanical strength
and molecular fluidity [57,58]. Local variations in the membrane properties caused
by the existence or absence of cholesterols are closely related to the formation of
nanoscale domains referred to as lipid rafts. The existence of lipid rafts with differ-
ent affinity to membrane proteins may provide a driving force for protein trafficking
or present a local environment that is favorable to specific protein function [59].

To date, biological and physical roles of cholesterols have been intensively stud-
ied using a lipid bilayer as a model biological membrane. However, it has been
difficult to clarify molecular-scale behavior of the cholesterols and discuss its influ-
ence on global membrane properties. For example, studies by nuclear magnetic res-
onance (NMR) [60] suggested that the cholesterol molecules are inserted between
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Fig. 5 (a) FM-AFM image of a DPPC-cholesterol (1:1) mixed bilayer obtained in PBS solution.
Scan size: 5 nm× 5 nm.A = 0.19 nm.∆ f = +207 Hz. Tip velocity: 200 nm/s.k = 33.4 N/m.
Image height: 60 pm. (b) Proposed model for the DPPC-cholesterol (1:1) mixed bilayer. (Reused
with permission from Asakawaet al [22]. Copyright 2009, Institute of Physics.)

lipid molecules toinduce conformational changes in lipid acyl chains. However, the
real-space description of local structure formed by the cholesterol-lipid interaction
has not been understood due to the lack of a method able to directly visualize the
molecular-scale structures in real space.

We investigated mixed dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) and cholesterol
(1:1) bilayers by FM-AFM. Figure 5(a) shows an FM-AFM image of the DPPC-
cholesterol bilayer. The image shows the stripe features separated by 0.71 nm. Indi-
vidual stripes consists of DPPC molecules separated by 0.46 nm. The image reveals
that the mixed bilayer has a rhombic molecular arrangement. This is a clear dif-
ference from the molecular arrangement in a DPPC bilayer, where molecules are
hexagonally packed with a spacing of∼0.5 nm.

A previous study using MD simulation [61] reported that the lateral spacing of
DPPC molecules is expanded by inserting cholesterols between the acyl chains
of DPPC molecules. An important finding of our experiment is that a DPPC-
cholesterol bilayer exhibits an anisotropic packing, whereas a pure DPPC bilayer
presents a hexagonal pseudo-isotropic packing. The result indicated that the in-
serted cholesterol molecules are linearly aligned between the DPPC molecules in
the direction as shown in Fig. 5(b). So far, such a linear arrangement of the inserted
cholesterols has been tentatively suggested by some of the simulation studies as a
possible short-range ordering [62]. Although 50% molar content of cholesterol is
much larger than that in the physiological conditions, our result clarified that the
DPPC-cholesterol mixture favors such an arrangement when sufficient number of
cholesterols exist in the local area of lipid bilayer.

3.1.2 Tubulin protofilaments

Tubulins are globular proteins with a diameter of approximately 4 nm [63]. The
αβ -tubulin heterodimers are known as the smallest unit of building blocks of mi-
crotubules, which are one of the components of the cytoskeleton with a diameter of
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25 nm. Microtubules serve as structural components within cells and are involved in
many cellular processes. For example, microtubules act as a molecular rail for motor
proteins, such as kinesin and dynein, in intracellular transportation. Previous stud-
ies have demonstrated that the carboxyl-terminal (C-terminal) domain of tubulin has
strong influence on the interaction with these motor proteins. The interactions be-
tween tubulins and motor proteins are regulated by post-translational modifications
of the C-terminal tails [64]. In spite of the importance, detailed structure of tubulin
C-termini and its relation to their functions have not been clarified even with X-ray
or NMR studies [63].

We have investigated the tubulin assemblies by FM-AFM in liquid to visualize
local secondary structures, including the C-terminal tails [56]. In Fig. 6(a), one of
the protofilaments constituting a sheet-like structure was imaged. The image shows
nanoscale repeating structures corresponding to the tubulin monomers as well as
subnanometer-scale features within each molecule. In particular, the fine features
indicated by the arrows in Fig. 6(a) exhibit a periodic corrugation with a spacing
of 0.53 nm, as revealed by a cross-sectional plot taken along line A–B (Fig. 6(b)).
This average spacing is in agreement with the common pitch of anα-helix back-
bone (0.54 nm), as illustrated in Fig. 6(c), which strongly suggests that the periodic
features correspond toα-helices at the tubulin surface.

The direct imaging ofα-helices provides useful information for identifying the
orientation of a tubulin protofilament. Although the structural model of a tubulin
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protofilament is known, to interpret the subnanometer-scale features in an FM-AFM
image, one must determine the rotation angle of the protofilament. We compared
the subnanometer-resolution FM-AFM image (Fig. 6(a)) with the known structural
model of the tubulin heterodimer (PDB ID: 1JFF) with various rotation angles. As
a result, we found that the arrangement of the observedα-helices exhibits the best
agreement with that of the structural model when the rotation angle is set as shown in
Fig. 6(d). The red regions of the structural model representα-helices at the surface
of tubulins. Although it is difficult to distinguish betweenα- andβ -tubulins in the
FM-AFM image, the result allowed us to determine the directions of the (+) and
(−) ends of the tubulin protofilament, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Moreover, the good
agreement between the AFM image and the structural model allowed us to interpret
local features in the high-resolution FM-AFM image. The positions of the bright
protrusions observed in the FM-AFM image (Fig. 6(a)) agree with those of the C-
terminal domains in the structural model (Fig. 6(d)). This result demonstrates that
the C-terminal domains of tubulins can be directly imaged by FM-AFM in liquid.

The results obtained in this study demonstrate that FM-AFM is capable of iden-
tifying arrangements of secondary structures such asα-helices and C-terminal do-
mains at the tubulin surface. This capability should be important in future studies
on the molecular-scale mechanisms of tubulin functions.

3.1.3 CaF2(111) surface

Fluorite (CaF2) crystals are widely used for various industrial applications. Exam-
ples include optical components for semiconductor lithography and other laser tech-
nologies [65, 66] and scintillator for radioactivity investigations [67, 68]. Thus, the
crystal growth and dissolution processes of fluorite have intensively been studied to
improve the crystal quality [69,70]. In addition, these processes play important roles
in the formation of tooth enamel and pathogenesis of dental caries [71,72], as well as
in the desalination for oil and gas recovery [73–75] and water purification [76–78].
Therefore, the physicochemical processes taking place at fluorite-water interface are
important in industrial, environmental and medical research fields.

AFM has widely been used for investigating crystal growth and dissolution pro-
cesses of various minerals. So far, Hillneret al. imaged crystal growth of a fluo-
rite(111) surface in supersaturated solution by contact-mode AFM [79]. They re-
ported the vertical growth of sharp asperities with a height of 10–500 nm on a flat
terrace. Subsequently, Bosbachet al. imaged a fluorite(111) surface in an undersat-
urated solution by contact-mode AFM [80]. They found that the dissolution takes
place by the formation of pits on terraces followed by the retreat of step edges. They
also found the formation of nanoscale protrusions. Jordanet al. investigated the for-
mation mechanism and the composition of the nanoscale protrusions by imaging
fluorite(111) surface in various solutions with different pH [81]. Based on the re-
sults, they suggested that the protrusions correspond to multinuclear calcium (aquo)
hydroxo complexes [Cax(OH)2x−y

y (aq)] connected to surface hydroxyl groups.
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The previous research clarified nanoscale behavior of fluorite(111) surface in wa-
ter such as the crystal growth and dissolution, and the formation of the protrusions.
However, to understand the mechanism of these processes, we should also clarify
atomic-scale interfacial phenomena such as adsorption or weak interaction of ions
or other chemical species in the interfacial space with the crystal surface. Due to the
limited resolution and the relatively large loading force of the conventional AFM, it
has been difficult to visualize such delicate atomic-scale interfacial phenomena.

Table 1 Summary of the interfacial phenomena observed in various aqueous solutions.

Crystal GrowthProtrusions Adsorbates Protons

Water (pH:6.5) Dissolution Yes Yes No
Acidified water (pH: 2) Dissolution No No Yes
Saturated (pH: 6) Equilibrium Yes Yes No
Acidified Saturated (pH: 2) Equilibrium No No Yes
Supersaturated (pH: 6,σ : 10) Growth No Yes No
Supersaturated (pH: 6,σ : 100) Growth No No No

We have investigated atomic-scale processes taking place at fluorite-water inter-
face [25]. We performed FM-AFM imaging of the fluorite(111) surface in various
solutions including water (pH = 2 and 6.5), saturated solution (pH = 2 and 6) and
supersaturated solution (pH = 6,σ = 10 and 100). The observed interfacial phenom-
ena are summarized in Table 1. By analyzing the results, we obtained the following
three major findings.

First, we found that the atomic-scale surface roughening takes place at low pH
probably due to the proton adsorption as shown in Figure 7(a). In the previous re-
port, the increase of H-bonds on fluorite(111) surface has been suggested based on
the results obtained by the force curve measurements [81]. The atomic-scale im-
ages obtained in this study further strengthened this idea and provided a real-space
description of this interfacial phenomenon.

Secondly, we found the existence of the surface adsorbates at high pH as indi-
cated by the arrow A in Fig. 7(b). Based on their behavior, we consider that they
are most likely to be calcium hydroxo complexes. Unlike the nanoscale protrusions
indicated by the arrow B in Fig. 7(b), the lateral distribution of the surface adsor-
bates is not limited to the vicinity of the F− vacancies. This is because they are
not connected to the surface hydroxyl groups but weakly interact with the fluorite
surface.

Finally, we found that the increase of fluorite concentration in solution can pre-
vent the formation of the calcium hydroxo complexes, as shown in Figs. 7(c) and
7(d). The increase of the fluorite concentration results in the increase of Ca2+ and F−

and the decrease of OH− concentrations in the electric double layer. Consequently,
the formation of the calcium hydroxo complexes is suppressed. In addition, we sug-
gest that the increased concentration of F− ions in the electric double layer fills
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(a) Acidified water (pH: 2)

2 nm

(b) Saturated solution (pH: 6)

100 nm

B A

(c) Supersaturated solution (pH: 6) (d) Supersaturated solution (pH: 6)

100 nm 3 nm

Fig. 7 FM-AFM images of fluorite(111) surfaces in various solution. (a) In acidified water (pH: 2).
(b) In saturated solution (pH: 6). (c,d) In supersaturated solution (pH: 6). (Reused with permission
from Kobayashiet al [25]. Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.)

in the surface F− vacancies, which prevents the formation of the surface hydroxyl
groups and hence the nanoscale protrusions.

These findings improve our understanding of the interfacial phenomena taking
place at the fluorite-water interface. So far, such an atomic-scale study of the inter-
facial phenomena has been hindered by the limited performance of the conventional
AFM. Owing to the high spatial resolution and the small loading force of FM-AFM,
we were able to directly visualize atomic-scale interfacial phenomena. This capabil-
ity should also be useful in other studies on various interfacial phenomena such as
crystal growth and dissolution, catalytic reactions and corrosion processes. There-
fore, the results obtained here should stimulate the future applications of FM-AFM
to the studies in physical chemistry.

3.2 3D Imaging

In 2010, we demonstrated the first 3D force distribution imaging at mica-water inter-
face [23]. The result shows the possibility of direct imaging of 3D hydration struc-
tures with subnanometer-scale resolution. In addition, we applied this technique to
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Fig. 8 3D- and 2D images of mica-water interface obtained in PBS solution. (a)XY averaged
force curve. The position for the zeroZ tip position (zt = 0) is arbitrary. (b)-(e)XY cross sections
of the 3D-SFM image atzt = 0.31, 0.18, 0.10 and 0.04 nm, which respectively correspond to the
zt positions indicated by Circles (i)–(iv) in (a). A linear drift correction was applied to theXY
cross sections so that the periodic contrasts match the known lattice constants of a cleaved mica
surface. The dotted line in (e) indicates theY position of theXZ cross section shown in Fig. 9(a).
(f) 2D FM-AFM image (A= 0.26 nm,∆ f = 67.1 Hz) obtained with a different tip from the one
used for the 3D-SFM imaging. (Reused with permission from Fukumaet al [23]. Copyright 2010,
American Physical Society.)

investigate a lipid-water interface that has a much softer interfacial structures [26].
The obtained result suggested the possibility of 3D imaging flexible surface struc-
tures such as lipid headgroups. Here, I summarize main issues in the two applica-
tions.

3.2.1 Mica-water interface

Muscovite mica is known as a prototype of clay minerals and hence has importance
in fundamental research regarding clay swelling in geological science [82–84] and
cloud seeding in ecological science [85,86]. In addition, owing to the ease of cleav-
age to present an atomically flat surface, mica-water interface has been widely used
as a model system to investigate nanofluidics in engineering and physics [87], lubri-
cation in tribology, and molecular adsorption and diffusion in biology and chemistry.
To date, water distribution at mica-water interface has been extensively studied by
various techniques [88–94]. However, its atomistic model has not been established
due to the difficulties in visualizing molecular-scale water distribution directly at a
solid-liquid interface.
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We have investigated the hydration structures formed at a mica-water interface
by 3D-SFM [23]. From the measured 3D force distribution, anXY averaged force
curve was obtained by plotting force values averaged over anXY cross section at
eachZ tip positionzt [Fig. 8(a)]. This curve shows an oscillatory profile with a peak
[arrow in Fig. 8(a)] having a width of 0.2–0.3 nm, which agrees with the diameter
of a water molecule. Owing to this agreement and previous studies on mica-water
interface [12,95], we attributed the repulsive peak to the interaction with a hydration
layer.

FromXY cross sections at differentzt [Fig. 8(b)–(e)], continuouszt dependence
of XY force distribution is obtained. TheXY cross section in Fig. 8(b) does not
show any contrast, which reveals the uniform lateral distribution of water in the
hydration layer. As the tip approaches the surface, theXY cross section shows an
atomic-scale contrast [Figs. 8(c)–(e)], reflecting the appearance of the short-range
interaction force between the tip front atom and the atoms constituting the mica
surface. With further decrease ofzt , the hexagonally arranged force peaks found in
Fig. 8(d) change to the pairs of smaller peaks [Fig. 8(e)].

The periodic pairs of the force peaks found in Fig. 8(e) appear to be uniform,
which gives rise to a question whether the contrast represents the structure of mica
surface or the tip apex [96]. However, we confirmed that a similar contrast is repro-
duced in a 2D FM-AFM image obtained with a different tip as shown in Fig. 8(f).
In the image, the height of individual atoms has irregular variations, which strongly
suggests that the contrast is unlikely to be originated from a tip artifact. By compar-
ing the image shown in Fig. 8(f) and the atomic-scale model of mica, we attributed
the observed pairs of force peaks to the repulsive forces measured on the two adja-
cent Si atoms as indicated by the model overlaid on the image in Fig. 8(f). The height
variations of the individual peaks are likely to represent the difference between Si
and Al atoms as reported previously [12].

A remarkable feature found in the images is an enhanced contrast at the center
of the cavity surrounded by a hexagonal ring. The overlaid model shown in Fig. 8(f)
reveals that theXY position of the enhanced contrast corresponds to that of a OH
group located at the bottom of the cavity. The vertical corrugation of the mica sur-
face makes it difficult to analyze correlation between the atomic-scale structure and
the force distribution with a 2D FM-AFM image having no vertical extent. Such
an analysis becomes possible by extracting a vertical cross section from a 3D-SFM
image as shown in Fig. 9(a). The left half of theXZ cross section is shown with a
low contrast to visualize the localized force distribution above a OH group while the
right half of the image is shown with a high contrast to visualize the layer-like force
distribution over the entire surface. The layer-like force distribution corresponds to
the repulsive peak indicated by the arrow in Fig. 8(a) and has been attributed to the
hydration layer.

Extracting individualZ profiles constituting theXZ cross section, we obtained
site specific force profiles as shown in Fig. 9(b). TheZ profiles show strong site
dependence especially at theZ distance rangezt < 0.2 nm. Profile 1 shows a large
attractive force due to the absence of an underlying atom. Profile 2 shows a relatively
broad repulsive peak due to the localized force distribution above an OH group.
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Fig. 9 XZ cross section andZ profiles of 3D-SFM image of mica-water interface obtained in PBS
solution. (a)XZ cross section obtained at theY position indicated by a dotted line in Fig. 8(e). An
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show the double Gaussian peak profiles obtained by fitting the peak profile.zt values for Peaksa
andb are 0.237 and 0.331 nm, respectively. The solid line shows summation of the two dotted lines.
(Reused with permission from Fukumaet al [23]. Copyright 2010, American Physical Society.)

On the contrary, Profile 3 shows a shallow and broad attractive peak due to the
competition between the attractive van der Waals or hydration force and a repulsive
interaction force between the tip and the Si atom. This means that the repulsive force
component measured on the Si site starts to increase at a higherzt than it does on
the OH site owing to their height difference.

Profile 2 shows a relatively broad repulsive peak due to the influence of the lo-
calized force distribution above an OH group. To quantitatively analyze the peak
profile, 48Z profiles measured on OH sites are taken from the 3D-SFM image and
averaged to obtain a smoothed profile [Fig. 9(c)]. The averaged curve was fitted to
an exponential function to obtain a long-range background component as indicated
by the dotted line in Fig. 9(c). This long-range component is subtracted from the
averaged force profile to obtain the peak profile as shown in Fig. 9(d). The peak
shows a broad profile with a plateau on top of it, which does not appear to be a
single peak but a summation of double peaks. Thus, we fitted the peak profile to a
double Gaussian distribution function as indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 9(d).
According to the fitting parameters, the minor peak atzt = 0.237 nm (Peaka) has a
width of 0.103 nm while the major peak atzt = 0.331 nm (Peakb) has a width of
0.258 nm.

So far, some of the previous studies on the mica-water interface supported the
existence of “ice-like” water [88–90] while others suggested the existence of more
disordered “liquid-like” water [91, 92]. Recently, studies using x-ray reflectome-
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try [93] and Monte Carlo simulation [94] consistently suggested the existence of
adsorbed water molecules presenting localized water distribution above OH groups
in addition to the laterally distributed hydration layer. The water density profiles
obtained in these previous studies revealed theZ distance between the peaks cor-
responding to the hydration layer and adsorbed water molecules is 0.12 nm. This
value approximately agrees with the peak distance (0.094 nm) measured in Fig. 9(d),
which indicates that the enhanced contrast measured on OH sites should represent
the localized distribution of adsorbed water molecules.

Therefore, the results obtained in this study support the model proposed by
Chenget al. [93], where the adsorbed and laterally-distributed water molecules co-
exists at the interface. The co-existence of water molecules having a long relaxation
time (adsorbed water) and laterally-distributed disordered water molecules (2D hy-
dration layer) may reconcile the two opposing ideas of “ice-like” and “liquid-like”
water molecules at the mica-water interface.

3.2.2 Lipid-water interface

At the interface between a biological system and its surrounding physiological solu-
tion, water molecules interact with biomolecules constituting the surface. Through
the interaction, water molecules give significant influence on the structure and func-
tion of biomolecules and their assembly [97–99]. Therefore, understanding of the
structure and function of a biological system requires investigations on the behavior
of interfacial water.

The surface of a biological membrane mainly consists of hydrophilic lipid head-
groups. So far, the membrane-water interface has been extensively studied by vari-
ous techniques [17, 19, 100–105]. These previous works have shown that the water
molecules adjacent to a membrane strongly interact with the headgroups and give
significant influence on its mechanical strength and fluidity [106–108]. However,
molecular-scale origin for such influence has remained elusive.

One of the major difficulties in such a study lies in the measurement of molecular-
scale structure of a membrane-water interface. As the lipid headgroups exhibit ther-
mal fluctuations, the surface structure of a membrane is inherently ill-defined. In
addition, the fluctuating lipid headgroups interact with mobile water, through which
the interfacial water presents non-uniform density distribution known as hydration
structure. Thus, the understanding of the whole structure of membrane-water inter-
face should require a method to visualize 3D distribution of mobile water as well as
fluctuating lipid headgroups.

We have investigated the lipid-water interface by 3D-SFM [26]. We measured
a 3D force distribution at the interface between fluctuating lipid headgroups and
HEPES buffer solution (Fig. 10(a)). The obtained 3D image showed molecular-scale
tilted contrasts reflecting the averaged conformation of the headgroups as well as
layer-like contrasts corresponding to the hydration layer (Figs. 10(b) and 10(c)). The
results show that we can visualize averaged 3D distribution of fluctuating surface
structures as well as that of mobile water (i.e. hydration structure).
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buffer solution. (b, c) Scatter plots of the 3D short-range force image of the lipid-water interface.
(Reused with permission from Asakawaet al [26]. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.)

There are many other examples where local interaction between fluctuating struc-
tures and water influences structure and dynamics of biological systems. However,
the information obtained by the conventional techniques is not necessarily suffi-
cient to achieve molecular-scale understanding of such interfacial phenomena. The
results obtained in this study suggest that 3D-SFM can complement the missing
piece of information. This unique capability should contribute to the progress in the
molecular-scale understanding of the various phenomena at biological interfaces.

4 Summary

In this chapter, we presented the advanced instrumentation and applications of
liquid-environment FM-AFM. For instrumentation, we presented the development
of 3D-SFM and the improvements of the fundamental performance of FM-AFM
such as force sensitivity and operation speed. 3D-SFM allows us to visualize a 3D
force distribution at a solid-liquid interface in less than 1 min with subnanome-
ter resolution. The used of small cantilever gives a seven-fold improvement in the
force resolution or a 50 times improvement in the operation speed. By developing a
high-speed phase detector, we enabled an atomic-resolution imaging at 1 sec/frame.
These instrumentation works have significantly broaden the application range of
liquid-environment FM-AFM.

For applications, we showed recent examples of 2D and 3D imaging studies.
Compared with the 2D imaging studies reported in the early stage of the liquid-
environment FM-AFM development, the applications are more focused on the un-
derstanding of important issues in the individual research field. In the 3D imaging
studies, we presented two unique capabilities of 3D-SFM. In the imaging of mica-
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water interfaces, we demonstrated the possibility of imaging 3D hydration struc-
tures. In the imaging of lipid-water interfaces, we suggested the possibility of direct
3D visualization of flexible surface structures.

In the next five years, I expect that the 2D and 3D imaging techniques will be
used for more practical applications in various research fields. For high-speed FM-
AFM, first applications in physical chemistry and biology will be demonstrated,
which should give strong impacts on the researchers in those areas. In the mean-
while, basic studies on the contrast formation mechanism of the 3D force imaging
should be performed to understand the correlation between the contrasts and the
hydration structures as well as the flexible surface structures. Another important
topic will be the development of surface property measurement techniques based
on FM-AFM such as distributions of charges, potential, hydrophilicity, viscoelastic-
ity and chemical sensitivity. Most of these instrumentation and application studies
have been already started. Therefore, I expect that the rapid progress of the liquid-
environment FM-AFM techniques should continue at least in the next five years.
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